Noninvasive identification of two lesions with local repolarization changes using two dipoles in inverse solution simulation study.
The method for inverse localization and identification of two distinct simultaneous lesions with changed repolarization in the ventricular myocardium (two-vessel disease) is proposed and its robustness to errors in input data is tested in this simulation study. The inverse solution was obtained from the difference between STT integral body surface potential map computed with repolarization changes and the STT integral map from normal activation. In a numerical model of ventricles 48 cases of two simultaneous lesions and 48 cases of a single lesion were modeled. The effect of the lesions was taken to be represented by two dipoles. The input data were disturbed by three types of added noise. Twenty three characteristics of every obtained inverse solution were defined and four of them were used as the features in discriminant analysis task distinguishing the correct inverse solutions identifying two lesions. The mean localization error for identified two lesions was 1.1±0.7cm. The sensitivity and specificity of quadratic discriminant analysis with cross-validation and feature selection was higher than 90%. The combination of the inverse solution with two dipoles and discriminant analysis allows the identification of two simultaneous lesions without a priori information about the number of lesions.